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Le Chevalier de Rinchy

1. “He is a UFO in the music world; this author-composer-interpreter has created songs of about 5 seconds each and he has assembled them on a 45 rpm”.

2. “His concerts last less than 10 minutes during which he sings more than 70 songs!”.
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LE CHEVALIER DE RINCHY

A modern day troubadour, Le Chevalier de Rinchy is a self-taught musician who began his career in showbiz by creating 77 love songs of less than 10 seconds, compiled on a 6 minute 45 rpm.

Taking advantage of this sudden notoriety, he continues nonchalantly but surely, to compose hymns to love while conscientiously applying himself to not really make “music”. He now lives in Chalon-sur-Saône in an apartment near the train station.

He has already played at the Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain (Paris), VROOM (Rotterdam), L’articho (Paris), l’espace B (Paris), La mécanique ondulatoire (Paris), la galerie n’a qu’un œil (Bordeaux), Cartilage party @ la générale (Paris)...

He also publishes fanzines of his drawings and is part of the “crotte-rock” duo Le Club Des Chats.

His last album entitled “Espace Reggae Revolution” was released in January 2020 by Le Vilain Chien Records.